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Lemons, Snow and Everything Else

COMMENT
Space and lighting layouts will be adapted specifically to each theatre.

This show can be performed in Italian-style or proscenium stages or in spaces with terraces or even with
the audience on the stage. This will be decided upon with the producer bearing in mind the performing
space in question. At times, the lighting will be reinforced by conventional theatre lights (or with RGB LED
lighting), however each situation will be studied.

Description of space
Comprised of two 5x8m spaces (white canvas floors) with a 50cm separation between them.
The canvases will be fastened to the floor with white tape, easy to remove and without any
residues.
In a cyclorama style, we also hang a canvas the same size and colour as the floors. Within
certain limits, the size of these spaces can be changed to adapt them.

Lighting description
Lights are designed specifically for PAR 64 LED CW + WW + A spotlights (not RGB).
The company will transport all this equipment and accessories for setup and staging: 50mm grips.
Connecting DMX and electrical wiring between devices.
The company also uses its own lighting control console equipped with 7 zone wireless DMX, to facilitate
wiring.

Sound description
The company provides the sound reproduction system (also specific) with audio adapters to connect to the
theatre's PA.

IMPORTANT NOTE
The theatre will provide the PA that must have subwoofer booster (at least 1)
NO monitors are needed.

SMOKE
A small smoke machine will be used for 2 minutes during the show.

Other characteristics
There is simulated snowfall (specific machines) during the show, where the machine is provided by the
company. The 'snow' will never go beyond the borders of floor number 1.
This effect occurs in the final minutes of the show, and is the first thing to be tidied up. The company
brings cellulose rolls to collect any remains of snow.

Staff provided by theatre
2 lighting technicians
2 machinists
1 sound technician
Assistance with unloading materials

Staff provided by company
1 lighting technician
1 lighting and setup technician
1 touring producer
2 performers

Work times
Unloading and setup: 8 hours
Performance length: 65 minutes
Intermission: No
Dismantling and loading: 90 minutes Assistance with loading materials

CONTACTS
Direct link to the website of Flea Circus show   https://www.matarileteatro.net/copia-de-los-limones

Matarile technical manager Baltasar Patiño telf: 34657905130 mail: baltasarpa@gmail.com

Matarile production manager Juancho Gianzo telf: 34666092197 mail: matarileteatro@gmail.com

Full information about Matarile at www.matarileteatro.net




